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 At FedEx, we’ve seen the 

great results of connecting 

people and possibilities 

around the world and 

realize the success of 

communities and companies 

are intertwined. That’s why 

we put such emphasis on 

the social responsibility 

connection… We also see 

social responsibility as an 

engine of innovation.

At FedEx, we’ve seen the great results of connecting people and possibilities around the world 
and realize the success of communities and companies are intertwined. That’s why we put such 
emphasis on the social responsibility connection: through it, we can drive positive change in our 
cities, marketplaces and society at large. Plus, it’s good business and a wise investment in the 
future of FedEx.

We also see social responsibility as an engine of innovation. Working toward greater 
sustainability and citizenship has led us to develop myriad new programs and processes that 
deliver greater opportunities for our customers, our communities and our planet. Innovation in 
social responsibility is also a way to inspire our team to think “glocally” and ignite big ideas into 
smaller, local applications. 

Energy Innovation 
As a big consumer of oil, FedEx committed years ago to monitor our footprint across the industry 
and the globe. We continue to lead the charge through a focus on electricity, natural gas and 
alternative jet fuels. 

We’ve been a bold voice in national energy policy. Through FedEx advocacy, we were instrumental 
in establishing new fuel-efficiency standards for commercial vehicles. We’ve advocated for 
new aviation technologies that improve safety and reduce fuel consumption. We’ve worked to 
develop new national policies for highway investments and better truck fuel efficiency. 

At the same time we’ve committed to a lighter environmental footprint as a company. Five years 
ago, we committed to improve the overall fuel efficiency of the FedEx Express vehicle fleet 
by 20 percent by 2020. We’ve already surpassed that goal, and so are targeting a 30 percent 
improvement in fuel efficiency for our global vehicle fleet by 2020. We also intend to achieve a 
30 percent reduction in aircraft emissions by the same year.

Grassroots Savvy
While we are proud of the broad changes we kindled as a company, we realize our sustainability 
efforts don’t just come from the top of the organization. We have plenty of grassroots champions. 
Some 300,000 FedEx team members worldwide are a creative impetus. They enrich our problem 
solving through their diverse outlooks and great ideas. For example, a FedEx team in Brazil 
worked with a university program to reuse motor and cooking oil. To date, they’ve recycled nearly 
4,000 liters of oil. 

What’s on the horizon for FedEx? 
From an advocacy standpoint, we will champion additional research of more efficient automobile 
batteries and more practical applications of natural gas. We’ll recommend more streamlined 
permitting processes for major energy projects. And we’ll urge funding for the development of 
advanced biofuels. In fact, FedEx will be collaborating with the Nature Conservancy to help us 
create a biofuels roadmap for the long-distance transportation sector. 

We will continue collaborating with sectors such as utilities, manufacturing, transportation and 
government to expand the range of all-electric and biofuel alternatives. Most important, our 
entire FedEx team is committed to higher standards of global citizenship and to delivering more 
possibilities for people everywhere.
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